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Open Again
We have decided to physically reopen on June 2nd at 25% capacity as Florida has started phase 1
of the reopening process. By wearing masks, checking everyone’s temperature and maintaining 6
feet of distance we are safe to open up to 5 Members at once in the building. To handle the limited
number of Members allowed in the building at the same time we have come up with a weekly
schedule. Safety is our number one priority. We are following all of the guidelines set forth by
Federal, State and local officials.
The GOC has been physically closed since March 23rd but virtually open. That means that we have
not had any Members in the physical space of the Clubhouse but instead we have been holding all of
our meetings over Zoom and other Internet platforms. We have also been handing out boxes of food,
to those that need them every week.
The GOC is continuing to make a difference in our Members lives, no matter what the conditions.
We are so proud of everything that is being accomplished. We serve a population that needs social
connectedness more than everyone else. It has been hard for our Members to stay isolated for two
months. We had our daily Facebook and Zoom meetings but not everyone has the capabilities of
attending. We did stay in contact with all of our Members via the telephone or email but it’s not the
same as being at the GOC and working together side by side.

GOC COVID 19 Safety
Guidelines

Phil Roberston is following safety protocols while
working our reception desk. Greeting Members
and signing them in.
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• All Members, staff and
visitors will be screened
outside before entering
• We will take a Temperature
reading with a thermometer
• We will ask screening
questions
• Face masks are required
• We ask for 6 feet of distance
between people
• Only one Member and a staff
allowed in a room at one time
• We will disinfect workstations
after they are used
• We ask for frequent hand
washing and hand sanitizer
use

GOC GAZETTE
Unit Update:
Wellness

Culinary

Now that the GOC is allowing Members
to come inside again, we are taking a
Wellness walk every day! We are in
a historic neighborhood just outside of
downtown Gainesville. There are plenty
of great sites such as the Thomas Center
and the Duck Pond Neighborhood.

June will be the last month that we deliver
groceries to Members. We will assist
any Members who need to get food by
linking them
with community
food pantries.
During June, we
will be serving a
simplified lunch
of a homemade
soup and salad
every day. The
lunch costs only
75-cents.

Employment

Office

Jerry’s 9-month Transitional Employment
Job at Culvers will soon be coming to an
end. In late July we will have to replace
him. Meanwhile, we are working toward
getting him a new job. The goal of the TE
is to give Members tremendous support
in a temporary job. Then after 6-to-9
months they get a more independent job
and we put someone more vulnerable in
their spot. Please contact Brett if you are
interested in applying for the TE position.

As you know, the Clubhouse is a team
effort. We cannot do it without Members.
Members are helping alert staff when
new people arrive at the Club so we can
screen them safely for COVID-19.
We also started a newsletter committee.
We hold a Zoom meeting once a week
for Members to collaborate on articles
and receive guidance. Susan Thomas is
one of many Members who help with the
newsletter.
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GOC GAZETTE
Member spotlight Janel

By Susan Thomas

Janel Houchens has been coming to the GOC since November of 2019. She was searching the
Internet for a place to find support while she looked for work. She
found the GOC. Since becoming a Member, she has enjoyed
contributing to our efforts and has made new friends. She is
currently looking for a job. While at the GOC Janell helps in the
kitchen and reception area. She says she loves coming to the GOC
because of all of the support it gives to herself and others. She says
“it gives me a sense of fulfillment that I am helping others.” That
sense of accomplishment she gets while helping others at the GOC
is something she can take forward into other areas of her life. In fact,
she says the GOC has helped her to become more outgoing.
While at the GOC she is getting help looking for a new job. Her
favorite jobs have been in the restaurant industry, where she has
extensive experience. Ideally, Janel would love to find a job at a
restaurant where she serves as a greeter or works in the front
Jannel is hard at work taking
areas. She enjoys the fact that it has many opportunities of different inventory of our food in our
kitchen. This is an important
categories of different positions.
part of our meal delivery
process.

GOC: What Members are Saying
If the GOC wasn’t here my life would be drastically different. I would probably
still be unemployed.-Joel Andreasen
Its something to do getting out of the house. Being with friends. I just like being
here being around my friends.-Kristy Benson
It gives me socialization with other people. It gives me interaction. Its made me
feel better to help others and to donate food I’m not going to be using. GOC is
very supportive.-Pat Bateman
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GOC GAZETTE
Monthly Calendar and Events

June
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Soft opening
to Members

Cameron L.
8
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Adam W.

Jane B.

Phillip S.

Laura D.

April H.
28

29

30
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GOC GAZETTE
The Month in Pictures
John helping
fill boxes for
Members in
need.

We had a baby
shower for our
staff member
Nakeshia before
she went on
maternity leave.

We brought food
to the group
home where
Jacqui, Joanna
and Maryann
live.

Kristy is back at
the GOC helping
fill grocery boxes.

Clubhouse
International
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